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The RADEX project - Mobilising Against Extremism through Countering and Diverting Radicalisation of
Young People (2020 - 2 - UK01 - KA205 - 0795) is a 24-month project co-funded by the Erasmus+
Programme of the European Union. The aim of the project is to make an impact on countering,
preventing and diverting violent radicalisation, as it will equip young people, youth workers, social
workers, and youth organisations with the tools needed to identify patterns, methods, and different
processes of youth violent radicalisation.

 

NEWS FROM THE RADEX PROJECT

What is it about 

The RADEX project aims to  prevent and divert violent radicalisation and
extremism of young people, provide youth workers with tools, knowledge to detect

the radicalization processes and  educational resources on violent radicalisation and

extremism. By enhancing  critical thinking and  pro-activeness in online social

communication and behaviour of young people, we intend to help to

prevent radicalisation processes. Our work in also centered on raising wareness among

local, national and EU actors on youth radicalisation processes. Overall, we adopted a

positive approach on preventing radicalisation, meaning that we mainly focus on

giving support to vulnerable young people through strenghtening their positive skills

and attitudes. 

In concrete terms, we have: 

collected data on youth radicalisation

created modules and materials for youth workers 

developed an online course to publish the above elements in the form of a MOOC

(Massive Open Online Course). 
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Our project is ending, our engagement is not

RADEX is coming to an end but our deliverables are here to stay!

RADEX E-COURSE

We remind you that you can find online our e-course aims to train professionals

working with young people who are at risk of violent radicalisation with an emphasis on

online grooming. It introduces the concept of violent radicalisation and teaches how to

effectively prevent violent radicalisation by adopting positive approaches.

For more details on the course and its certification you can visit our website.

COMPREHENSIVE REPORT

We also remind you that you can find our comprehensive report of the research phase

just here.

Our Multiplier Events around Europe

RJ4ALL, United Kingdom 

Click here to subscribe to the course
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For the UK multiplier event's International Conference, the  workshop started with presentations

regarding how using restorative dialogue can address radicalisation and then were followed by

presentations about the implementation of RADEX in the UK. The presentation first provided an

overview of the project by giving information to participants who had not yet the opportunity to find

out about the project. This first part was useful to present not only the project's outputs, but also to

show participants the activities carried out in the United Kingdom, Cyprus, France, Belgium and

Greece. After the in-person presentation, the videos from the partners were played where they shared

the project results. After all the presentations and the videos, there was time to take questions from

the attendants. The questions were interesting; many people participated and were enthusiastic about

the talks. The event was a success because the engagement from the participant was beyond what was

expected, people had questions and comments, and some of the comments raised very interesting

and important debates among the attendees. Some people even shared their personal stories. The

talks and debates have shown that the issue of radicalisation of young people concerns many people.

All in all, the event generated interesting and intense discussions on various aspects.

Club for UNESCO, Greece

Club for UNESCO organised an event for trainers and youth workers on the 8th November in Athens,

Greece. The participants had the opportunity to learn about the RADEX project, its partners but more

importantly, the results produced, such as the project website, the needs analysis conducted in the

partner countries, the training programme and resources designed and the experience gained by the

partner. A very interesting discussion followed on the Greek context and in particular in the

recruitment approach taken by violent radical / extremism groups to approach youth. Other speakers

were Mrs. Anastasia Tsampra and Mr. Chrysovalantis Sfyrakis.

Inclusive Europe, Belgium
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Inclusive Europeʼs multiplier event took place in Brussels on November 5th. In the first part of the

event, the objectives, target groups and research findings were explained in depth. The main focus of

the second half was the e-course modules. The participants took great interest in the positive

approach adopted in the project. One participant working closely with young people as a teacher said

the approach of highlighting the strength and skills of young individuals has proved to be the most

efficient method in education and plays an important role in building positive relationships. Some

examples from the e-course quizzes and the project website were also demonstrated. At the end of

the event, the participants were invited to share the project outputs and the website in relevant circles.

Synthesis Centre for Research and Education, Cyprus 
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The multiplier event in Cyprus took place at UCLAN, Cyprus, in November 2022. Twenty participants

took part in the event, which took place throughout four hours. During the event, SYNTHESIS

presented the RADEX project, its main objectives and outputs. During the second session of the event,

IO1 was presented, which included the research and study, the   country reports and the

comprehensive report, followed by Q&A. At the third session, SYNTHESIS presented IO2 and the

RADEX Training Course, followed again by Q&A. At the final session, the RADEX Training Course was

presented in more detail, and the participants were able to get hands-on experience. Participants were

very interested in the topic and made good observations. Finally, they were invited to register for the

training course.

ALDA, France
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The multiplier event was organised with the Municipality of Strasbourg in november 2022 at La Maison

des Syndicats, in Strasbourg. The public conference lasted two hours and a half and focused on the

topic of positive political participation as a means of prevention of violent radicalisation among youth.

The public was composed of various profiles: first, many engaged young people working on subjects

relating to youth, marginalised people, social issues, democratic participation, etc. Youth workers and

educators were also obviously a non negligible part of the participants. There was a first part which

focused on general prevention to radicalisation with the P/CVE Coordinator of the Municipality of

Strasbourg. Alongside, on the positive prevention of violent radicalisation through projects by and for

young people, the parisian NGO Youth ID presented its very innovative approach and its range of

activities. Then, a very thorough and detailed presentation of the RADEX project took place which

focused on the skills to promote to prevent radicalisation and violent extremism. To be noted that the

academic background of the project leader for ALDA on radicalisation helped to bring precise insights

on the matter. The public was particularly engaged and vividly participated in the question and answer

session which turned into a fruitful exchange and discussion on existing and future possibilities of

initiatives.

Our project has come to an end, but we will keep working for the
development of better policies and tools to prevent youth violent
extremism. If you want to stay in touch with us, deel free to do so by
reaching us at radex@rj4all.org

Do not miss any update by following our Facebook page!
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The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of
the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Copyright © 2021 RADEX project, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
RADEX@rj4all.org
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